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Summary

Numerical modeling represents a state-of-the-art technique to simulate hydro-

morphodynamic processes in river ecosystems. Numerical models are often validated

based on observed topographic change in the form of pixel information on net ero-

sion or deposition over a simulation period. When model validation is performed by a

pixel-by-pixel comparison of exactly superimposed simulated and observed pixels,

zero or negative correlation coefficients are often calculated, suggesting poor model

performance. Thus, a pixel-by-pixel approach penalizes quantitative simulation errors,

even if a model conceptually works well. To distinguish between reasonably well-

performing and non-representative models, this study introduces and tests fuzzy

map comparison methods. First, we use a fuzzy numerical map comparison to com-

pensate for spatial offset errors in correlation analyses. Second, we add a level of

fuzziness with a fuzzy kappa map comparison to additionally address quantitative

inaccuracy in modeled topographic change by categorizing data. Sample datasets

from a physical lab model and datasets from a 6.9 km long gravel–cobble bed river

reach enable the verification of the relevance of fuzzy map comparison methods.

The results indicate that a fuzzy numerical map comparison is a viable technique to

compensate for model errors stemming from spatial offset. In addition, fuzzy kappa

map comparisons are suitable for objectively expressing subjectively perceived corre-

lation between two maps, provided that a small number of categories is used. The

methods tested and the resulting spatially explicit comparison maps represent a sig-

nificant opportunity to improve the evaluation and potential calibration of numerical

models of river ecosystems in the future.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional (2D) numerical modeling is a state-of-the-art tool in

environmental and earth sciences to simulate hydrodynamic and mor-

phodynamic (hydro-morphodynamic) processes in river ecosystems

(Ganju et al., 2016). Typically, setting up a state-of-the-art hydro-

morphodynamic numerical model involves: (1) acquiring input data of

the terrain (e.g., topography/elevation and sediment grain sizes),

watershed hydrology (e.g., discharge data), and hydraulics (e.g., stage–

discharge relationships, local flow velocity, and water depth

measurements); (2) using third-party software (e.g., open TELEMAC-

MASCARET, Hervouet & Ata, 2020) to select a mathematical model,

define a spatiotemporal (implicit or explicit approach) discretization

scheme (finite volume, finite differences, or finite elements), generat-

ing boundary conditions based on the input data, and implementing a

numerical approximation and a method to solve the Navier–Stokes

equations; (3) model calibration of relevant input parameters; (4) model

validation to express model accuracy; and (5) a sensitivity analysis of

model-specific and domain-specific parameters.

Model calibration of hydrodynamic parameters builds on mea-

sured hydraulic parameters such as flow velocity and water depth

compared with modeled values. For example, if the modeled water

depth is generally lower than the observed water depth, the rough-

ness value to be used with the numerical model is iteratively adapted

until a best global match between modeled and observed data is

achieved (e.g., Barker et al., 2018; Carr et al., 2018). Morphodynamic
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model parameters are, for instance, the Shields (1936) parameter (also

referred to as critical dimensionless bed shear stress), which is vetted

in the calibration process against observed elevation (i.e., topographic)

change rates. For example, if the numerical model overestimates ero-

sion, the Shields parameter is increased to emulate a higher resistance

of grains against hydraulic forces. The outcome is a potentially over-

calibrated hydro-morphodynamic model that needs to be validated

with a second observation dataset in order to determine the model’s

accuracy (Beckers et al., 2020; Mosselman & Le, 2016). Both calibra-

tion and validation of hydro-morphodynamic models can be carried

out using spatially explicit topographic data acquired at two different

points in time. This time period is simulated in the numerical model by

defining unsteady inflow conditions (i.e., a hydrograph) with sediment

input at the upstream model boundary. Thus, the numerical model

simulates erosion and deposition patterns that should possibly match

observed topographic change. The observed topographic change for

comparison with modeled topographic change stems from topo-

graphic data in the form of digital elevation models (DEMs). The preci-

sion and availability of DEMs have increased exponentially in recent

years due to advances in remote sensing, such as airborne survey

techniques, combined with ground-based and boat-based data record-

ings (Gruen, 2008; Haun & Dietrich, 2021; Marcus & Fonstad, 2008;

Notebaert et al., 2009; Pajares, 2015). The comparison of two DEMs

at two different times constitutes a DEM of difference (DoD) (Milan

et al., 2007) with variable observation uncertainty that is accounted

for in the procedure of producing a DoD (Wheaton et al., 2010). Even-

tually, the uncertainty in DoDs can significantly influence calculated

sediment budgets over the observation period (Carley et al., 2012;

Wheaton et al., 2010).

The comparison of observed topographic change in a DoD

and numerically modeled topographic change is often done via pixel-

by-pixel map comparisons or visual comparison (expert assessment).

However, visual comparison is neither consistently repeatable

(Shoarinezhad et al., 2020) nor transparent, and the pixel-by-pixel

approach has shown to be overly sensitive to minor shifts (Power

et al., 2001). Thus, state-of-the-art techniques compare numerically

modeled and observed DoDs based on statistical correlation parame-

ters resulting from a pixel-by-pixel (element-wise) comparison

(Sutherland et al., 2004). A pixel-by-pixel comparison typically uses a

gridded raster format of DoDs converted to numerical arrays and

matches every modeled and observed array element (i.e., topographic

change at an ij-array element). If both the modeled and the observed

topographic change values are similar, pixel-by-pixel statistics indicate

a high degree of correlation and therefore a high model accuracy and

vice versa. Still, to the authors’ best knowledge and in experience,

hydro-morphodynamic models of natural river ecosystems are far

from simulating with sufficient high precision to yield high correlation

through pixel-by-pixel comparisons. For instance, sediment deposits

or scour holes may be simulated slightly too far upstream or down-

stream than observed in reality. Such a model, simulating mor-

phodynamic processes conceptually correctly, may yield as low a

correlation with observed values in a pixel-by-pixel comparison as a

completely random, non-representative model. This is why hydro-

morphodynamic numerical models are often calibrated and validated

based on expert assessments instead of statistical or stochastic

methods to separate the wheat from the chaff. In this study, we intro-

duce different levels of vagueness in the comparison of modeled and

observed topographic change using fuzzy logic to attempt overcoming

subjective expert assessment. To this end, and in the context of

high uncertainty involved in hydro-morphodynamic modeling, we

address the following research questions: (i) Are deterministic,

hydro-morphodynamic numerical models performing better than a

quasi-random, non-representative model, and how can the quality of

different models be expressed? (ii) Can fuzzy logic aid in overcoming

weaknesses of pixel-by-pixel map comparisons, and what are relevant

fuzzification rules for map comparisons of modeled and observed data

at different spatial resolutions?

To answer these questions, we adopt fuzzy map comparison

methods that tolerate imprecision of topographic change in space

(location) and magnitude (quantity). These methods were fundamen-

tally first proposed by Hagen (2003) for comparing categorical geo-

data. First, we introduce fuzziness in space and preserve continuous

numeric values of raster datasets, which is referred to as fuzzy numeri-

cal map comparison (Hagen, 2006). Second, we implement fuzzy sets

and kappa κ statistics to establish a method for comparing categorical

(i.e., categorized numerical values) raster maps. Thus, we assume that

fuzzy sets theory addresses uncertainty and spatial-quantitative

inaccuracies in a more explicit way than traditional methods to yield a

better and objective appreciation of subjectively perceived correlation

between two maps (in line with Pappenberger et al., 2007). To begin,

we present a physical lab model of a shallow reservoir and a 6.9 km

gravel–cobble bed river reach at the German–Austrian border, which

both serve as test datasets in this study. Afterwards, we explain the

implementation of fuzzy map comparison methods with novel fea-

tures for the purpose of validating hydro-morphodynamic numerical

models. The results and discussion outline the validity of the hypothe-

ses and the sensitivity of particular parameters, and identify relevant

fuzzy map comparison methods with reference to a quasi-random

topographic change map.

2 | DATASETS

Two datasets serve for answering the above-defined research ques-

tions. The datasets involve a physical research model of a shallow res-

ervoir (without specific scale) and a 6.9 km long gravel–cobble bed

reach of the Salzach River between Germany and Austria. Both the

shallow reservoir and the Salzach River were numerically modeled in

previous studies and observed topographic change datasets are

available.

2.1 | Physical model of shallow reservoir

Kantoush (2008) conducted a series of physical model experiments to

analyze flow fields and sedimentation processes in shallow reservoirs

with different shapes. We use one of the datasets from these experi-

ments (referred to as T14 in the original publication) with a diamond-

shaped reservoir. The experimental dataset includes maps of loose

sediment deposition height from before and after a 7.5 h experimental

run with steady inflow of 0.007 m3/s and supply of suspended

sediment in the form of crushed walnut shells (particle density of

0.0015 g/m3) with an average diameter of 50 � 10�6 m and a sedi-

ment concentration of 3 � 103 g/m3. A mixing tank upstream of the
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experimental setup served for controlled supply of the water–

sediment mixture. The supply rate was measured with a flow meter

(precision �0.0001 m3/s) and the sediment height was recorded at

the end of the experiment with a mini echo sounder (precision

�1 � 10�3 m). At the beginning of the experiment considered, no

sediment was present in the 4.0 m wide and 6.0 m long, diamond-

shaped reservoir, which consisted of hydraulically smooth PVC walls

and a flat (zero-slope) bottom. Figure 1a shows the topographic

change recorded after the experimental run.

Shoarinezhad et al. (2021) reproduced the experimental run with

a three-dimensional numerical model of the diamond-shaped physical

model using the software SSIIM 2 (Sediment Simulation In Intakes

with Multiblock, by Olsen, 2014) coupled with a calibration tool called

PEST (Parameter Estimation and Uncertainty, by Doherty, 2015).

Both experimentally observed and numerically modeled topo-

graphic change datasets are used in this study with equidistances of

0.1 m (in x and y directions) between the points (resulting also in a

pixel size of 0.1 m).

2.2 | The Salzach River

The Salzach River at the German–Austrian border is a heavily impaired

mountain river that has been the subject of multiple studies in the

framework of river restoration efforts (Beckers et al., 2018). This

study uses datasets from previous works that include topographic sur-

veys and numerical modeling of a 6.9 km long river reach (between

59.3 and 52.4 km upstream of the river’s confluence with the Inn

River). A section of the studied river reach is shown in Figure 2. The

considered river reach experienced considerable channel erosion after

flood events, with peak discharges of 3000 and 3530 m3/s in 2002

and 2013, respectively. The annual average discharge is 240 m3/s and

a 100-year flood corresponds to a discharge of 3100 m3/s. The con-

sidered river reach is characterized by an average slope of 0.1%, river-

bed grain sizes range between 0.0005 and 0.14 m (corresponding to a

global roughness of Manning’s n ≈ 0.035), and an average active

channel width of approximately 82 m. The sediment transport regime

is dominated by bedload (Beckers et al., 2020). Beckers et al.

(2018, 2020) established a 2D hydro-morphodynamic numerical

model to reproduce the two flood events and guide future sediment

management efforts. In this study, we use numerical model outputs in

the form of topographic change maps that stem from a 3-year simula-

tion period (2010–2013), embracing only the large flood event in

2013. Topographic change maps were produced with the commercial

HYDRO_FT-2D software (Nuji�c et al., 2019), which calculates topo-

graphic (active channel elevation) change along a quadrilateral grid

with, on average, 16 m wide and 36 m long cells. Beckers et al. (2018)

used an expert-calibrated model (i.e., input parameters were changed

based on an expert assessment), and Beckers et al. (2020) presented

the same model, but with a stochastic (Bayesian) calibration of input

parameters. In this study, we test the fuzzy map comparison methods

with results from both the expert assessment and the stochastically

calibrated models.

2.3 | Baseline (placebo) map datasets

To assess model quality in the form of similarity between observed

and model data, we generated quasi-random baseline rasters rep-

resenting placebos for the results of the shallow reservoir and Salzach

numerical models. The randomness in the baseline rasters stems from

the BitGenerator of the NumPy library (Harris et al., 2020), where we

F I GU R E 1 Topographic change maps of the diamond-shaped shallow reservoir with pixel size of 0.1 m (data source: Kantoush, 2008;
Shoarinezhad et al., 2021): (a) observation map; (b) modeled map; and (c) quasi-random baseline map [Color figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 2 Downstream end of topographic change maps of the
Salzach River between 2010 and 2013 (data source: Beckers et al.,
2020): (a) observation map; (b) modeled map expert-calibrated; and

(c) modeled map (stochastically calibrated) [Color figure can be viewed
at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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defined a random value range according to the maps of observations

(minimum and maximum observed topographic change in meters).

Thus, provided that hydro-morphodynamic forces drive topographic

change pattern, similarity measures between the baseline rasters and

the observation rasters should be close to zero. Figure 1 visually com-

pares the observed (Figure 1a) and modeled (Figure 1b) topographic

change maps with the baseline placebo map (Figure 1c) of the shallow

reservoir. In addition, Supporting Information Figure 9 in the supple-

mental material (C) visually compares the modeled topographic

change maps with the baseline placebo map of the Salzach River. To

our best appreciation and based on both figures comparing modeled

and quasi-random, we assume that subjectively perceived correlation

of the numerically modeled maps is higher than the correlation of the

baseline maps and observation maps.

3 | METHODS

Instead of using a pixel-by-pixel comparison of modeled and observed

data with statistical parameters such as the root mean square error

(RMSE) or a correlation coefficient (e.g., Pearson’s r), we introduce

fuzzy logic to compare grid data in the form of maps. More informa-

tion on model assessments with pixel-by-pixel (or value-by-value)

statistics is provided in the supplemental material (A).

3.1 | Fuzzy logic

Depending on its value, a variable can be categorized as being true or

false. For instance, if the variable topographic change is smaller than

zero meters (i.e., negative), it can be attributed to belong to the cate-

gory erosion. Thus, a curve to express degrees of truth (i.e., a member-

ship function) of erosion can be plotted against all possible topographic

change values and is a horizontal line at 1 (True) for topographic

change values smaller than zero meters and 0 (False) for values larger

than zero meters. Vice versa, we can define the category deposition.

Thus, we attribute the belongingness (or membership) of topographic

change values according to Boolean logic to a discrete true–false func-

tion. However, natural variables can cause more complex responses

than just true or false, and with respect to topographic change we may

want to consider an additional category of little change. Because a ver-

tical line at a topographic change of zero meters is not representative

(or quasi-impossible to happen), we define the little change category

by a triangle-like function assigning real numbers between 0 (value

does completely not belong to the category) and 1 (value does

completely belong to the category). Similarly, we can modify the mem-

bership functions for the categories erosion and deposition so that the

functions do not merely jump between 0 and 1 in the vicinity of zero

meters topographic change, but rather fall linearly from 1 to 0 (erosion),

or rise from 0 to 1 (deposition). Thus, a topographic change value close

to zero meters can be assigned to multiple categories. The assignment

of a variable’s state to multiple categories through non-discrete (non-

Boolean) functions corresponds to the definition of so-called fuzzy

sets and represents the fundamental idea behind fuzzy logic

(Zadeh, 1965; Zimmermann, 2011). Figure 3 exemplifies the attribu-

tion of a topographic change of 0.25 m to the categories of deposition

and little change, which results in memberships of 0.5 in both

categories. This attribution defines the membership vector μ of 0.25 m

topographic change as μ¼ μerosion ¼0:5,μlittle change ¼0:5,μdeposition ¼0
� �

.

We will compute membership vectors for every pixel in the fuzzy

kappa method introduced below, which produces a map of fuzzy

pixels. Thus, a fuzzy pixel represents multiple responses (in the form of

fuzzy, non-Boolean pixel values) considering the response of a central

pixel and its neighboring pixels. This is why the membership vector is

also referred to as fuzzy neighborhood vector (Hagen, 2003).

3.2 | Fuzzy map comparison

A fuzzy map comparison of topographic change replaces pixel-

by-pixel with fuzzy pixel comparisons to tolerate (numerical) modeling

and/or measurement errors in space (location) and magnitude (quan-

tity). According to the above-introduced definitions, the neighborhood

of every fuzzy pixel is defined by a finite distance, referred to as the

neighborhood radius Rad (in pixels), from a center pixel and incorpo-

rates all pixels within this distance (including the central pixel). Thus,

the neighborhood constitutes a window of N pixels (Figure 4). The

pixels within the neighborhood (neighbors and central pixel) are

referred to as neighboring pixels.

To account for errors (or levels of data vagueness) in space

(location) and magnitude, we consider two types of fuzziness in the

neighborhood: (1) fuzziness of location and (2) fuzziness of category.

Fuzziness of location means that a pixel in a modeled map may be

similar to its exact equivalent pixel and to the neighbors of the equiva-

lent pixel on a map of observation data. The degree to which a neigh-

boring pixel contributes to the fuzzy representation of the considered

(central) pixel is derived from a user-defined membership function.

For a fuzzy map comparison, a distance decay membership function is

preferable to a linear membership function (Figure 3) (Hagen, 2003).

Figure 4 exemplifies a distance decay function defining the member-

ship ω of a central pixel located at an ij-position on an array-like map,

where i represents a row number (i.e., y-coordinate on a map) and j a

column number (i.e., x-coordinate on a map). The figure also illustrates

the pixel neighborhood defined by the neighborhood radius Rad that

introduces spatial fuzziness. In the following, we refer to the position

of the neighbors of central pixels by subscript ij, ι, where ι indicates

positions relative to the central pixel. Thus, the distance decay mem-

bership function in Figure 4 involves the distance dij, ι between neigh-

boring pixels (at ij, ι-positions) and the central pixel, and the so-called

halving distance dhalv:

ωðdij,ι ,dhalvÞ¼ exp lnð1=2Þ �dij,ι=dhalv
� �

: ð1Þ

The halving distance dhalv is the distance (in pixels) at which the

membership function decays to half of its maximum value at the cen-

tral pixel (Hagen, 2009).

Thus, fuzziness of location introduces a spatial tolerance in map

comparisons, which is defined by ω(dij, ι, dhalv) and Rad, and constitutes

fuzzy pixels. To avoid overestimating similarities between maps, a

fuzzy pixel (e.g., in a modeled map) should not be compared to the

analog fuzzy pixel of the map being compared (e.g., the map of obser-

vations) and vice versa. Consequently, a fuzzy pixel of one map is to

be compared with the analog exact central (also called crisp) pixel of

another (comparison) map (Hagen, 2003).
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In addition to fuzziness of location, fuzziness of category can be

applied to categorical data such as erosion, little change, and deposition.

Fuzziness of category recognizes that data categories may be similar

to each other and expresses the similarity of categories in the form of

a similarity matrix (see example in Supporting Information Table 8 in

the supplemental material, G).

Both fuzziness of location and fuzziness of category can be inte-

grated into map comparison techniques that involve different pre-

processing of the original (input) map data. This study implements

fuzziness of location in fuzzy numerical map comparisons and adds

fuzziness of category in fuzzy kappa map comparisons.

3.2.1 | Fuzzy numerical map comparison

A fuzzy numerical map comparison applies to maps of real numbers

only (i.e., non-categorical, continuous-valued raster maps of

topographic change Hagen, 2006) and introduces spatial tolerance

through fuzziness of location only. Before spatial tolerance is intro-

duced, a fuzzy numerical map comparison starts with calculating the

per-pixel similarity ξij, ι, om between central pixel values of an observa-

tion map (νo, ij) and the corresponding neighboring pixel values of a

modeled map (νm, ij, ι) using Equation (2). Vice versa, the per-pixel simi-

larity ξij, ι, mo compares the central pixel values of a map with modeled

values and neighboring pixels at ij, ι of a map with observed values

(Equation 3):

ξij,ι,om ¼1� jνo,ij�νm,ij,ιj
max jνo,ijj, jνm,ij,ιj

� � , ð2Þ

ξij,ι,mo ¼1� jνm,ij�νo,ij,ιj
max jνm,ijj, jνo,ij,ιj

� � : ð3Þ

F I GU R E 3 Definition of the three
categories erosion, little change, and deposition
through a fuzzy set and linear membership
functions (in line with Zadeh, 1965) [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I GU R E 4 Qualitative example for
introducing fuzziness of location through a
fuzzy pixel with a neighborhood radius Rad
of one pixel (total number of neighboring
pixels N¼9) and an exponential distance
decay membership function ω(dij, ι, dhalv)
(Equation 1) with a halving distance dhalv of
one pixel. dij, ι is the distance between the
neighboring pixel and the central pixel at ij
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The per-pixel similarities ξij, ι, om and ξij, ι, mo are high (i.e., close to

unity) when the observed and modeled pixel values are close to each

other; in contrast, they are low (i.e., close to zero) when the observed

and modeled pixel values differ significantly.

The next step introduces spatial tolerance by calculating a per-

pixel fuzzy similaritysfnij,om between exact pixels in the observation map

and fuzzy pixels in the modeled map (Equation 4). Vice versa, the per-

pixel fuzzy similarity sfnij,mo between exact pixels in the modeled map

and fuzzy pixels in the observation map is computed (Equation 5).

Both sfnij,om and sfnij,mo represent the maximum of the product of the

exact similarities ξij, ι, om and ξij, ι,mo, respectively. Thus, the computa-

tion of sfnij,om and sfnij,mo involves an iterative calculation of the exact

similarity of every central pixel of one map with the corresponding

N pixels of the fuzzy pixel of the other map (ij, ι subscripts in

Equations (4) and (5)):

sfnij,om ¼maxNι¼1 ξij,ι,om �ωðdij,ι ,dhalvÞ
� �

, ð4Þ

sfnij,mo ¼maxNι¼1 ξij,ι,mo �ωðdij,ι ,dhalvÞ
� �

: ð5Þ

Next, the two-directional per-pixel similarity sfnij is computed as

the minimum of the two one-directional per-pixel fuzzy similarities

sfnij,om and sfnij,mo:

sfnij ¼min sij,om,sij,mo

� �
: ð6Þ

Ultimately, the global fuzzy numerical map similarity Sfn between

an observation map and a modeled map is the average of the

sfnij -values of all (M) map pixels (Equation 7):

Sfn ¼ 1
M

X
ij

sfnij , ð7Þ

where M denotes the total number of ij-pixels in a map; and super-

script fn refers to the fuzzy numerical method (in contrast to the fuzzy

kappa method fk presented in the next section).

3.2.2 | Fuzzy kappa map comparison

A fuzzy kappa map comparison combines fuzzy logic and Cohen’s κ

statistic to calculate the similarity between two categorical raster

maps (Hagen, 2003, 2009; Hagen et al., 2005). Thus, the κ statistic

accounts for relative observed agreement pa between categorical

datasets, which may occur by chance and partials out expected agree-

ment pe (Cohen, 1960):

κ¼ pa�pe
1�pe

: ð8Þ

The subtraction of pe from pa (numerator) and its maximum possi-

ble value of 1.0 (denominator) yields a normalization of the agreement

between two categorical maps, which is incorporated in the κ statistic

(Cohen, 1960).

The expected agreement pe depends on the size of the neighbor-

hood and the relative frequency f of every category c in a map. The

larger the neighborhood, the higher the probability that the central

pixel matches one of the neighboring pixels. In the case of categorical

map comparisons, pe can be calculated as the sum of weighted

matching probabilities of so-called neighborhood rings λ (Hagen, 2003):

pe ¼
XR

λ¼0

pλ �ωðdλ,dhalvÞ, ð9Þ

where R denotes the number of neighborhood rings, pλ is the proba-

bility that the central pixels of both categorical maps match their

counterparts (see calculation in the supplemental material, B), and dλ

is the distance between pixel centers in a neighborhood ring to the

center of the central pixel. Thus, a neighborhood ring consists of

pixels that have the same distance between their center and the cen-

ter of the central pixel. For instance, the ring λ¼0 represents all pixels

that have a distance of zero from a central pixel’s center (i.e., the cen-

tral pixel only). Similarly, the ring λ¼1 contains pixels with a distance

of one pixel from the central pixel, but excludes neighboring pixels at

the pixel corners, since their pixel centers have a distance of
ffiffiffi
2

p
from

the center of the central pixel (see Figure 4).

The relative observed agreement pa implies fuzziness of location

and category, based on a fuzzy neighborhood vector containing the

maximum values of a pixel’s category membership μij, c. For instance, a

pixel’s fuzzy neighborhood vector vij, neigh may contain values belong-

ing to the membership in the above-introduced categories of erosion

(c = e), little change (c = lc), and/or deposition (c = d):

vij,neigh ¼ μij,e, μij,lc , μij,d
� �

, ð10Þ

where the category memberships μij, c are computed for every cate-

gory c as the maximum of the product of the distance decay function

ω(dij, ι, dhalv) and the categorical memberships μij, ι, c of neighboring

pixels (with position index ij, ι) given by the similarity matrix:

μij,c ¼maxNι¼1 μij,ι,c �ωðdij,ι,dhalvÞ
� �

: ð11Þ

Thus, vij, neigh represents the fuzzy union of all categorical mem-

berships of the neighboring pixels ij, ι, weighted by the distance decay

membership function. An illustrative example of the computation of

vij, neigh is provided in Supporting Information Figure 10 and Table 5 in

the supplemental material (F).

Similar to the fuzzy numerical map comparison, the fuzzy kappa

method also involves calculating a two-directional similarity per pixel.

Therefore, for every pixel, its exact value in the observation map is

used with the corresponding fuzzy pixel in the modeled map to calcu-

late sfkij,om, and vice versa to calculate sfkij,mo. The superscript fk refers to

the fuzzy kappa method (in contrast to fn, referring to fuzzy numerical

similarity). The fuzzy pixel is represented by the fuzzy neighborhood

vector, while the exact pixel is represented by a membership vector

vij, bool, which is a vector of Boolean match or no-match values. For

instance, vij, bool for a pixel of the little change category can be calcu-

lated as follows:

vij,bool ¼ ½μboolij,c¼e,μ
bool
ij,c¼lc,μ

bool
ij,c¼d� ¼ ½0,1,0�: ð12Þ
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Similar to the fuzzy numerical comparison technique, the two-

directional per-pixel similarity sfkij is calculated as the minimum of sfkij,om
(similarity between the observation map and the modeled map) and

sfkij,mo (similarity between the modeled map and the observation map):

sfkij ¼min sfkij,om,s
fk
ij,mo

� �
, ð13Þ

where sfkij,om and sfkij,mo are the maximum (i.e., the highest assigned) cate-

gories resulting from the minimum of the fuzzy pixel and the exact

pixel values:

sfkij,om ¼max minc vij,neigh,m,c,vij,bool,o,c
� �� �

, ð14Þ

sfkij,mo ¼max minc vij,neigh,o,c,vij,bool,m,c

� �� �
: ð15Þ

The global fuzzy numerical map similarity Sfk between an observa-

tion map and a modeled map is the average of the sfkij -values of all (M)

map pixels:

Sfk ¼ 1
M

X
ij

sfkij : ð16Þ

To calculate the fuzzy kappa coefficient as a similarity measure

between an observation map and a map of modeled topographic

change, pa is substituted in Equation (8) by Sfk:

κfuzzy ¼ Sfk�pe
1�pe

: ð17Þ

In the case of perfect agreement between both observation and

modeled maps, κ is 1.0, and it is 0.0 (or negative) if there is no agree-

ment (Cohen, 1960). Note that the use and interpretation of the κ

statistic are controversial because of original application limitations to

dichotomous (binary) data types only (e.g., Kraemer, 1980; Maclure &

Willett, 1987). A discussion on the κ statistic with illustrative explana-

tions is provided with the supplemental material (E, Supporting Infor-

mation Table 4).

3.3 | Hypotheses

To answer the research questions (i–ii) defined in the Introduction, we

gradually test a set of hypotheses. The two fundamental hypotheses

are:

I Any statistic identifies a numerical model being a better predictor

for observed topographic change than the above-introduced quasi-

random baseline model rasters.

II Fuzziness of location and/or fuzziness of category enable a more

representative map comparison than other pixel-by-pixel methods.

The second hypothesis needs to be unpacked into two aspects:

(a) the representation of subjectively perceived model performance;

and (b) the capacity of compensating for spatial offset and/or magni-

tude errors of numerical models. Assuming that the perceived

correlation corresponds to the actual correlation, these two aspects

(a and b) conflict with each other because fuzzy similarities may iden-

tify correlation (i.e., Sfn > 0 and κf > 0) solely due to the introduced

fuzziness that does not stem from the model performance. Thus, we

investigate the truth of both aspects in this study by untangling

hypothesis II into two sub-hypotheses that mutually exclude the truth

of each other (i.e., verifying one sub-hypothesis implicitly falsifies the

other sub-hypothesis):

IIa Fuzzy map comparisons reproduce subjectively perceived similar-

ity (i.e., model performance) as a function of objective, quantifiable

parameters. Thus, the ratio between statistics comparing numeri-

cally modeled raster maps with observation maps and statistics

comparing baseline rasters with observation maps must be higher

in the case of fuzzy similarities than in the case of pixel-by-pixel

statistics.

IIb Fuzzy map comparisons compensate errors in location and/or

magnitude as opposed to pixel-by-pixel statistics, which can lead

to a statistic as low as for a non-sense model. Thus, the ratio

between statistics comparing numerically modeled raster maps

with observation maps and statistics comparing baseline rasters

with observation maps must be lower in the case of fuzzy similari-

ties than in the case of pixel-by-pixel statistics.

To test the two sub-hypotheses, we calculate the ratio ϱ as the

fraction of similarities between numerically modeled and observation

maps (numerator), and baseline raster and observation maps

(denominator):

ϱðSTATÞ¼ STATmodel

STATbase
, ð18Þ

where STAT will be substituted by the tested pixel-by-pixel similari-

ties (RMSE and Pearson’s r) and fuzzy similarities (numerical and

kappa). Note that since the RMSE is an error metric (the lower the

value, the higher the model accuracy), the ϱ is to be interpreted

inversely from the other ratios in the verification of the hypotheses.

Thus, if ϱ (1/ϱ for the RMSE) takes higher values for pixel-by-pixel

similarities than for fuzzy similarities, we will reject hypothesis IIa and

accept hypothesis IIb for a fuzzy map comparison method. For the

converse, we will accept hypothesis IIa and reject hypothesis IIb.

3.4 | Algorithmic approaches

This study features the development of a novel algorithm for the

validation of hydro-morphodynamic numerical models (available

as an open-source Python package under the name Fuzzycorr;

Negreiros,, (2020)). The algorithm pre-processes geospatial data to

estimate the goodness of a modeled topographic change map com-

pared with an observed topographic change map and comes with new

routines for calculating fuzzy numerical map similarity (see supple-

mental material, D). In a first step, the algorithm transforms irregularly

spaced topographic points to regular data grids in the form of raster

files, which is necessary because of artifacts of measurements

(e.g., because of different boat speed during sonar surveys) and the

nature of numerical meshes (e.g., irregular triangular meshes). The
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interpolated points are placed in the upper left corner of raster

pixels using the SciPy interpolation library (Virtanen et al., 2020)

and a user-defined interpolation method out of the following three

options: linear, cubic polynomial, and nearest-neighbor interpolation.

Here, we used a simple linear interpolation for the shallow reservoir

testbed (Figure 1) and a cubic polynomial interpolation for the

Salzach River (Supporting Information Figure 9 in the supplemental

material, C).

The algorithm runs fuzzy numerical map comparisons with the

regular raster maps based on the above-shown equations, which are

implemented in modularized Python3 functions. Along with a pixel

size value that drives the cell (pixel) size of the regular grid (raster), the

algorithm accepts a float value defining the halving distance for

the distance decay membership function (Equation 1) as function

arguments.

In addition to the fuzzy numerical method that is implemented

in the novel algorithm, we also tested fuzziness of category with

the fuzzy kappa method using the Map Comparison Kit (Visser &

De Nijs, 2006). For this purpose, we categorized modeled and

observed topographic change raster maps based on natural breaks

(Jenks, 1967) into degrees of sediment erosion and deposition. The

rationale behind this choice is that natural breaks avoid excessive

categorization of data (i.e., it creates a reasonable set of erosion and

deposition categories), while it minimizes information loss. More-

over, the natural breaks method outperforms other methods, such

as quantiles, standard deviation, or equal interval, when the fre-

quency distribution of data has clear differences between value

frequencies (Toshiro, 2002).

The new algorithm also generates comparison maps, which indi-

cate the performance of a numerical model spatially explicit, along

with global similarity measures resulting from fuzzy numerical map

comparison (global fuzzy similarity Sfn, Equation 7).

For generating the results, the algorithm helped in (1) calcu-

lating similarities between baseline rasters of quasi-random values

(corresponding to a placebo in clinical trials) and observation rasters

(from the shallow reservoir and the Salzach River); (2) computing fuzzy

map comparison similarities and pixel-by-pixel similarities between

numerical model output and observation rasters; and (3) performing a

sensitivity analysis with respect to the functional arguments of pixel

size, neighborhood radius Rad, and halving distance dhalv. The algo-

rithm output eventually enables verification of the above-defined

hypotheses with the help of the similarity ratio ϱ (Equation 18).

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Baseline (placebo) similarities

For testing the hypothesis that fuzzy map comparison better

accounts for subjectively perceived correlation than pixel-by-pixel

statistics, the first required results are similarity statistics comparing

the quasi-random baseline rasters with observed topographic

change. Table 1 lists the resulting baseline pixel-by-pixel statistics

(RMSE and Pearson’s r; see the supplemental material, A), the global

fuzzy numerical baseline similarity Sfnbase (Equation 6), and the baseline

fuzzy kappa coefficient κbase (Equation 17). We used a halving dis-

tance of dhalv ¼2 pixels and a neighborhood radius of Rad¼4 pixels

for the shallow reservoir, and dhalv ¼4 pixels and Rad¼8 pixels for

the Salzach River.

With a possible value range for Sfn between �∞ (low correlation)

and 1.0 (high correlation), the computed Sfnbase of 0.660 for the shallow

reservoir indicates some correlation between observed and quasi-

random topographic change. The value of Sfnbase for the Salzach River is

lower with Sfnbase = 0.245. Yet, in both cases Sfn is considerably higher

than the pixel-by-pixel metrics of RMSE and r, which indicates that

the fuzzy numerical map comparison identifies a considerable arbi-

trary similarity. κbase is close to zero in both cases, which is expected

not least because κbase contains the expected agreement pe (see

Equation 9).

4.2 | Fuzzy similarities of the numerical model of
the shallow reservoir

The fuzzy numerical map comparison (Figure 5a) indicates high simi-

larity (maximum sfnij of 0.999) between observed and numerically

modeled topographic change, primarily toward the right part (in flow

direction) and also in the center of the reservoir. The smallest similari-

ties (minimum sfnij of 0.408) occur at the liquid boundaries of the

numerical model (inflow and outflow regions). However, this particular

numerical model is known to not well reproduce topographic change

in the vicinity of the liquid boundaries (Shoarinezhad et al., 2021). The

fuzzy kappa map comparison (Figure 5b) yields a wider range of simi-

larity values, from a minimum of sfkij ¼0:177 to a maximum of

sfkij ¼1:0. The fuzzy kappa similarities align with the fuzzy numerical

similarities toward the right part (in flow direction) and the center of

the reservoir, but indicate much lower similarity toward the left part

(in flow direction) of the reservoir. Moreover, the fuzzy kappa similar-

ity does not reflect the known inaccuracy of the numerical model in

the region of its liquid boundaries. The categories used in the fuzzy

kappa map comparison (Supporting Information Table 6 in the supple-

mental material, G) correspond to the range of observed topographic

change between Δz¼0:028m and Δz¼0:056m (Kantoush, 2008).

Both the fuzzy numerical and the fuzzy kappa map comparisons were

calculated with a neighborhood radius Rad of four pixels and a halving

distance dhalv of two pixels.

Table 2 shows the calculated global fuzzy map similarities Sfn

(fuzzy numerical) and κf (fuzzy kappa). The fuzzy kappa map compari-

son generally yields lower similarities than the fuzzy numerical map

comparison. Yet, κf of 0.517 still suggests that the numerical model

performs significantly better than the quasi-random baseline model

(κbase ¼0:002). The fuzzy numerical map comparison yields Sfn of

0.908, which also indicates that the numerical model performs better

than the quasi-random baseline model (Sfnbase ¼0:660). The pixel-

by-pixel statistics reaffirm the better performance of the numerical

model compared with the baseline model.

T AB L E 1 Baseline pixel-by-pixel statistics (RMSE and Pearson’s r)
and fuzzy similarities (Sfnbase and κbase)

Testbed RMSEbase (m) rbase (–) Sfnbase (–) κbase (–)

Shallow reservoir 0.021 �0.009 0.660 0.002

Salzach River 1.367 0.001 0.245 0.003
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4.3 | Fuzzy similarities of the numerical model of
the Salzach River

Figure 6 shows the result of the fuzzy numerical and fuzzy kappa map

comparisons for the most downstream section of the study reach of

the Salzach River between 2010 and 2013. Both map comparisons

use a halving distance dhalv of four pixels (approximately 20 m) and a

neighborhood radius Rad of eight pixels (approximately 40 m). The

computed fuzzy numerical similarities sfnij range between �0.070 and

0.997, indicating a significantly smaller similarity than in the case of

the shallow reservoir. However, the small computed similarity corre-

sponds to the subject perception of a bad per-pixel performance of

the numerical model with respect to the topographic change maps in

Figure 2. For instance, the stochastically calibrated model predicts a

pronounced high erosion pattern in the left bank near the outflow

boundary (Figure 2), while the observation map indicates sediment

deposition. Negative fuzzy similarities are calculated in regions with a

particularly low agreement between observed and modeled topo-

graphic change (Figure 6). With the computed per-pixel similarities sfkij
of the fuzzy kappa method ranging between 0.0 and 1.0, the combina-

tion of fuzziness of location and category rates the predictor capacity

of the numerical models even lower, but still better compared to the

quasi-random baseline model. sfkij takes particularly low values in the

vicinity of liquid model boundaries (generally below 0.2). The total

range of observed topographic change at the Salzach River was

between Δz¼�1:40m and Δz¼1:68m, which defined the categories

used in the fuzzy kappa map comparison (Supporting Information

Table 7 in the supplemental material, G).

The global fuzzy numerical similarities Sfn of 0.347 for the expert-

calibrated, and 0.354 for the stochastically calibrated Salzach River

models subjectively suggest some similarity, for example, at the

bottom of the map extents on Figure 2. The global fuzzy kappa simi-

larities κf of 0.054 for the expert-calibrated and 0.066 for the stochas-

tically calibrated Salzach River models indicate even less predictive

capacities of the numerical models. However, the computed κf values

for the Salzach River models are still approximately 20 times higher

than the expected fuzzy kappa agreement of κbase ¼0:003.

4.4 | Sensitivity analysis of geometric input
parameters

The sensitivity analysis uses both testbeds (shallow reservoir and

expert-calibrated Salzach River models) to evaluate Sfn (i.e., fuzziness

of location only; Equation 7) as a function of pixel size, neighborhood

radius Rad, and halving distance dhalv.

F I GU R E 5 Comparison maps between modeled and observed topographic change: (a) fuzzy numerical and (b) fuzzy kappa map comparisons
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

T AB L E 2 Pixel-by-pixel statistics (RMSE and Pearson’s r) and fuzzy similarities Sfn and κf of the testbeds

Model RMSE (m) r (–) Sfn (–) κf (–)

Shallow reservoir 0.005 0.794 0.908 0.517

Salzach River (expert calibration) 0.806 0.109 0.347 0.054

Salzach River (stochastic calibration) 0.763 0.136 0.354 0.066

F I G U R E 6 Map comparisons between modeled and observed
topographic change of the Salzach River. Fuzzy numerical map
comparison: (a) expert-calibrated model and (b) stochastically
calibrated model; fuzzy kappa map comparison: (c) expert-calibrated
model and (d) stochastically calibrated model [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Pixel size is used in the very first step of the procedure for

rasterizing irregular data and may affect the calculated similarities of

fuzzy map comparisons. Figure 7 shows the pixel size variations with

constant Rad of two pixels and a constant dhalv of one pixel. The

resulting similarities do not show a significant variation for the shallow

reservoir model with values ranging from 0.907 and 0.908. In contrast,

Sfn increases by 36%, from 0.199 to 0.271, for the expert-calibrated

Salzach River model. This difference between both observations is

expected because the shallow reservoir inherently consists of grid

data from laboratory experiments, in contrast to the naturally more

complex Salzach River data with varying point density. The figures of

the Salzach River model also show that Sfn increases with increasing

pixel size. Thus, the increase in pixel size and, in consequence, the

area where spatial vagueness applies causes an increase in the com-

puted similarity of the Salzach River model.

For the sensitivity analysis of neighborhood radius Rad and halv-

ing distance dhalv, we varied Rad within the reasonable range of two

(minimum to introduce fuzziness) and eight (maximum to avoid exag-

gerated fuzziness) pixels with a step size of two pixels (i.e., N �

[2, 4, 6, 8]). Similarly, we varied the halving distance between one and

four pixels with a step size of one pixel (i.e., dhalv � [1, 2, 3, 4]).

Figure 8 plots the resulting global fuzzy similarity Sfn as a function of

Rad and dhalv, where the pixel size is constant with 0.1 m for the

shallow reservoir and 5.0 m for the Salzach River. In the case of the

shallow reservoir, the effect of both Rad and dhalv is small (of the order

of 10�4), which can be attributed to a generally more homogeneous

topographic change pattern (see Figure 1) than in the case of the

Salzach River. The Salzach River was subjected to a more heteroge-

neous topographic change pattern in the modeled time period and

increasing Rad and dhalv smooth the complexity of the topographic

change pattern. Therefore, the similarity values Sfn increase with

increasing Rad and dhalv by 73% for the Salzach River case, where the

sensitivity of Sfn is higher with respect to increases in Rad. For

instance, increasing Rad from two to four pixels (in the Salzach River

case) yields an increase in Sfn of up to 46%, while an increase in Rad

from 6 to 8 pixels yields a 4% increase only (where dhalv ¼4). With

very small neighborhoods of Rad¼2, variations in the halving distance

dhalv are not significant. However, with increasing neighborhood

radius, varying dhalv has significantly higher effects on Sfn. For example,

when Rad¼8, increasing dhalv by one pixel (in the Salzach River case)

yields an increase in Sfn of 12%. Thus, if fuzzy numerical mapping is to

be optimized to compensate for spatial offset errors, the neighbor-

hood radius Rad should be at least four pixels. While there is no such

minimum value for the halving distance dhalv, its effect becomes more

important in larger neighborhoods. In general, increasing Rad and dhalv

will also increase Sfn.

F I GU R E 7 Effect of pixel size on the global fuzzy similarity Sfn of the testbeds

F I G U R E 8 Global fuzzy similarity Sfn

(Equation 7) as a function of neighborhood
radius Rad and halving distance dhalv
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4.5 | Validity of hypotheses

The validation of the hypotheses builds on the subjective observa-

tions that (1) the numerical model of the shallow reservoir reproduces

well the measured values; and (2) the numerical models of the Salzach

River reproduce alternating bank pattern well, but fail to predict exact

topographic change rates. In consequence, hypothesis I requires that

the similarities in Table 2 (numerical model compared with observa-

tions) generally suggest a better performance than the baseline simi-

larities in Table 1. Thus, with respect to the ϱ ratio of similarities

(Equation 18), ϱ(RMSE) must be less than 1.0 and all others should be

significantly greater than 1.0 to verify hypothesis I. Table 3 lists ϱ for

the similarity parameters used in this study and shows that both

requirements (ϱðRMSEÞ<1:0 and all others >1.0) are fulfilled. There-

fore, hypothesis I is true and we conclude that 2D numerical

hydro-morphodynamic models have merit because they represent

considerably better predictors than quasi-random placebo models.

The acceptance of either hypothesis IIa or IIb depends on the dif-

ference between ϱ of the pixel-b y-pixel and the fuzzy map compari-

sons. Table 1 shows that Pearson’s r coefficient is 88 times higher for

the comparison of the observation map and the modeled map than

for the comparison of the observation map with the baseline raster of

the shallow reservoir. The ratios are even higher for the Salzach River

with ratios ϱ of more than 100. The RMSE of the comparison of the

shallow reservoir’s numerical model output divided by the RMSE of

the comparison of the baseline raster should yield values close to zero

to make RMSE a significant predictor. Compared with Pearson’s r, the

RMSE shows less amplification through the numerical model. In addi-

tion, the ϱ ratios of fuzzy numerical similarities are smaller than ϱ(r)

ratios of Pearson’s r. The higher ϱ ratios for pixel-by-pixel comparisons

do not support that fuzzy numerical comparisons yield a stronger rep-

resentation of perceived correlation. However, ϱ(κf) is much higher

than ϱ(Sfn) and ϱ(r), which indicates that fuzziness of category out-

weighs fuzziness of location in reproducing perceived map correlation.

In addition, ϱ(κf) is much lower for the more complex range of catego-

ries of the Salzach River (12 categories) than in the case of the shallow

reservoir (six categories). These observations point out that fuzziness

of category has a much stronger effect on similarity scores than fuzzi-

ness of location, with fewer categories yielding higher scores. Thus,

while fuzziness globally leads to similarities closer to their maximum

value of 1.0 than pixel-by-pixel comparisons (see Table 2), the verifi-

cation of hypotheses IIa and IIb requires a distinction between fuzzy

numerical and fuzzy kappa map comparisons.

With respect to fuzzy numerical map comparison, we observe

that, according to hypothesis IIb, fuzzy numerical similarities tolerate

model errors more than exact pixel-by-pixel comparisons (because of

lower ϱ-values). In addition, the sensitivity analysis of pixel size, halv-

ing distance, and neighborhood radius showed that varying key input

parameters plays a subordinate role (maximum amplification of 73%)

compared to the map comparison method used. Consequently,

hypothesis IIa is false and hypothesis IIb is true for fuzzy numerical

map comparisons.

The hypothesis verification with respect to fuzzy kappa map com-

parison requires to account for the complexity of categories used,

where, naturally, a smaller number of categories yields higher absolute

(κf) and relative (ϱ(κf)) similarities than a higher number of categories.

The implication for the validation of numerical models is that a fuzzy

kappa map comparison with as few categories as possible (minimum

of three categories for erosion, little change, and deposition) is best

suited to indicate whether a numerical model produces fundamentally

relevant results. However, when evaluating model performance to

convey uncertainty, pixel-by-pixel statistics, especially Pearson’s r,

should be used as a global evaluation parameter. It follows that, for a

small number of categories, hypothesis IIa is true and hypothesis IIb is

false for fuzzy kappa map comparisons.

5 | DISCUSSION

5.1 | Perceived similarity

Verification of the hypotheses depends to some degree on the

author’s perception of observed similarity (e.g., in Figure 1). To the

best of our ability, we objectively express perceived similarities here,

and our observations are consistent in the case of the shallow reser-

voir. In the case of the Salzach River, however, the subjectively per-

ceived similarity is not quite as straightforward because of the high

heterogeneity in the observation data (see Figure 6 and Supporting

Information Figure 9 in the supplemental material, C). However, to

obtain a robust, quasi-objective opinion on the perceived similarity

between datasets, ample surveys are required, which are in the

domain of other disciplines beyond earth science. Here, we can only

provide the outlook to verify our methods based on interdisciplinary

approaches in the future.

5.2 | Data categorization

The categorization of real numbers of topographic change aims at

assigning classes that meaningfully characterize erosion and deposi-

tion processes for fuzzy kappa map comparisons. Yet, there are

known challenges in interpreting the kappa statistic because it ignores

similarity between categories (Kraemer, 1980). For example, differ-

ences in categories such as very little deposition and little deposition are

treated as being equally different like much deposition and much ero-

sion. Moreover, the kappa statistic’s main strength is in the compari-

son of dichotomous (binary False or True) data and it has known

weaknesses in the comparison of nominal (i.e., multiple categories)

T AB L E 3 ϱ ratios (Equation 18) of calculated similarities for numerical model output and the baseline raster maps

Model ϱðRMSEÞ ϱ(r) ϱ(Sfn) ϱ(κf)

Shallow reservoir 0.24 88 1.38 259

Salzach River (expert calibration) 0.59 109 1.41 18

Salzach River (stochastic calibration) 0.56 136 1.44 22
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data (Maclure & Willett, 1987; Sun, 2011). As a result, the kappa sta-

tistic should not be used with manifold categories of either erosion or

deposition. The similarity ratios ϱ (Table 3) highlight the decreasing

relevance of the fuzzy kappa map comparison with an increasing num-

ber of categories (six categories for the shallow reservoir compared to

12 categories for the Salzach River). The rationale behind this catego-

rization is to avoid subjective categorization by using the minimum

and maximum of observation data and assigning intervals with natural

breaks (Jenks, 1967). There are other, similarly objective possibilities

for categorizing data, such as the average or the standard deviation of

observation data to define numerical intervals for categories. How-

ever, because the interpretation of κf is challenging (Wealands et al.,

2005) for multi-categorical data, it is only meaningful to use a small

number of categories for topographic change map comparisons, such

as the three categories of erosion, little change, and deposition,

where the little change category should involve elevation differences

corresponding to the accuracy of the DoD used. Only such a simpli-

fied categorization is useful for the assessment of a numerical model

with the fuzzy kappa method, which consequently only enables us to

confirm a rudimentary assessment of a numerical model. Yet, the

fuzzy kappa map similarity is much more sensitive to a rudimentary

working model compared to a placebo model (see Table 3) than in the

case of pixel-by-pixel analysis. Therefore, the fuzzy kappa map com-

parison can represent an efficient feedback function for the validation

of hydro-morphodynamic numerical models (see also discussion

below).

5.3 | Alternative assessment methods

In addition to fuzzy map comparisons, skill metrics have been dis-

cussed by other authors to be more suitable to evaluate hydro-

morphodynamic model performance than accuracy measures

(e.g., RMSE) or correlation coefficients (e.g., Pearson’s r) (Sutherland

et al., 2004). A skill metric rates the performance of a model relative

to the performance of a baseline (reference) prediction. To this end, a

generic skill score suggests an improvement of model performance

compared to a reference prediction and relative to the total possible

improvement in performance (Murphy, 1988). Here, we additionally

examine a novel skill score SSfn that stems from the generic definition

of a skill score (Murphy, 1988) and resembles the fuzzy kappa coeffi-

cient (Equation 17):

SSfn ¼ Sfn�Sfnbase
1�Sfnbase

: ð19Þ

Thus, the skill score SSfn represents a performance statistic rela-

tive to the similarity of the baseline (placebo) rasters Sfnbase with similar

interpretation ranges to Pearson’s r (i.e., 0.0 means no correlation and

1.0 indicates perfect correlation). The skill score yields SSfn ¼0:729

for the shallow reservoir, SSfn ¼0:135 for the expert-calibrated model

of the Salzach River, and SSfn ¼0:144 for the stochastically calibrated

model of the Salzach River. Thus, the skill scores are slightly lower

than Pearson’s r for the shallow reservoir and slightly higher for the

Salzach River models (see Table 2). Consequently, SSfn seems to intro-

duce a reasonable dampening of the correlation tendency under lab

conditions and a reasonable amplification of correlation tendency

under natural conditions.

5.4 | Relevance of map comparisons for numerical
modeling

This study has its origin in the challenge of evaluating the perfor-

mance of hydro-morphodynamic numerical models. With respect to

the numerical model output compared with baseline (placebo) rasters

(see Figure 1 and Supporting Information Figure 9 in the supplemental

material, C) and the computed global fuzzy similarity values Sfn

(Table 2), we verified the hypotheses that introducing fuzziness of

location and category through fuzzy kappa map comparison aids to

objectively mime subjective perception. The verification refers partic-

ularly to a low number of categories, which enables a reasonable

expression of an expert’s opinion (e.g., on the shallow reservoir model

Shoarinezhad et al., 2021).

In the case of the Salzach River, the expert and stochastically cali-

brated numerical models suggest the development of a geomorphic

landscape pattern corresponding to alternate bars. Because the con-

sidered reach of the Salzach River has undergone bank fixation, the

pattern produced by the numerical model is reasonable and in good

agreement with observations (Beckers et al., 2020; Chang, 1988).

However, in reality sediment deposition and erosion did not exactly

occur at the same place and to the same amount as predicted by the

numerical models (see Figure 6 and Supporting Information Figure 11

in the supplemental material, H). Thus, the numerical models did cor-

rectly predict the geomorphic pattern, but they were imprecise with

respect to exact topographic change rates. Yet, the pixel-by-pixel met-

rics of RMSE and Pearson’s r state that the numerical models are close

to completely wrong (r close to zero), but the fuzzy map comparisons

slightly overcome the strict assessment of the pixel-by-pixel metrics

through higher similarities (Table 2). In addition, the above-discussed

skill score SSfn (Equation 19) accounts for vagueness of location with

the fuzzy numerical method and judges a numerical model in relation

to a baseline reference model and can be considered a promising

approach.

Finally, the geospatial assessment of model accuracy is a major

advantage of fuzzy map comparison methods over global pixel-

by-pixel statistics because fuzzy comparison maps indicate regions

where the model performs particularly well or bad (e.g., visible in the

comparison maps in Figures 5 and 6). Thus, fuzzy map comparisons

are suitable for the validation of numerical models, but model calibra-

tion will need further development with feedback loops to optimize

model performance. Such feedback loops will need to communicate

with the input parameters of a numerical model and adapt these

parameters based on particular computation output for every pixel. In

this process, the model output can be converted to rudimentary, spa-

tially explicit feedback responses with a fuzzy comparison map that

reflects spatially explicit model improvements. For instance, a compar-

ison map enables the calibration of spatially explicit variables such as

roughness coefficients in an automated iterative process, which pro-

vides new opportunities compared to existing (half-)automated itera-

tive calibration tools (e.g., Beckers et al., 2020; Doherty, 2015) for

adjusting global model parameters, such as the Shields (1936)

parameter.
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Further research is needed to compare the novel performance

statistics (ϱ(κf) and ϱ(Sfn)) with other purely data-driven approaches,

such as machine learning methods, where decision making is based on

numbers rather than intuition. In addition, different and more catego-

ries for landforms (e.g., crests, depressions, or plains) may lead to a

more differentiated performance assessment of numerical models of

reservoirs. In particular, a categorization of landforms based on stan-

dardized landform classification rules (e.g., with the LANDFORM algo-

rithm from Klingseisen et al., 2008) has the potential to provide novel

insights into numerical model performance assessment techniques, as

an alternative to the natural breaks of sediment erosion and deposi-

tion categories used here.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

By means of map comparison methods, this study concludes that 2D

hydro-morphodynamic numerical models are valuable predictors for

the morphological evolution of river ecosystems. The viability of fuzzy

logic in map comparisons is verified in the form of a fuzzy numerical

map comparison method (fuzziness of location only) and a fuzzy kappa

map comparison method (additional fuzziness of category). Introduc-

ing fuzziness of location generously compensates for model errors

with respect to spatial offset of topographic change prediction over

several years when the size of a fuzzy pixel is at least four exact (crisp)

pixels. Fuzziness of category enables us to objectively reflect subjec-

tively perceived correlation between observed and modeled topo-

graphic change, but only if a small number of categories (≤6) is used.

Thus, a fuzzy kappa map comparison compensates less for model

errors than a fuzzy numerical map comparison, but better expresses

subjectively perceived correlation. In general, a strength of fuzzy map

comparisons is the generation of comparison maps that spatially

explicitly measure model quality (i.e., per pixel). In the future, the

implementation of spatially explicit fuzzy-based map comparison can

leverage the development of efficient methods for (semi-)automated

hydro-morphodynamic numerical model calibration.
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